
From: Dan Phillips <danphillips1@live.com> 
Sent: Thursday, April 28, 2022 10:26 AM
To: Clint Kinney <ckinney@tosv.com>; John Dresser <jdresser@tosv.com>; Gina
<g.phillips@live.com>
Subject: May 2 nd meeting

Off tether program. 
Not all dogs are on tethers we currently have 167 dogs 39 of those dogs are off tether permanently
leaving 128 dogs to free run.  The dogs are required to be off tether twice per week for one hour.
Our groups average about 15 to  20 dogs free running at once this is approximately 8 groups. We
currently have 9 groups to accommodate the dogs that can only free run in smaller groups of dogs
because of various reasons. A typical work day at krabloonik starts at 8 am chores are usually done
by 10 am.  Free running starts at 10 am we can usually get two groups out in the morning and two
groups out in the afternoon for a total of 4 groups per day.  Approximately 75 dogs per day free
running.  We can accomplish the state requirements in two days out of a 7 day work week.  This
schedule leaves time for extra free running and maintenance in the kennel and all other aspects of
running the kennel and things needed for the dogs and grounds. This season we will be  using a
clearer way of tracking and still be able to provide the state with the proper documentation they
require and also making the current way of tracking easier for the town to understand without
having two sets of records one for the state and one for the town. We will be using the same graph
style paper but rather than having the dogs in alphabetical order they will be in their free running
groups individually and checked off daily during the off season.  As far as the winter running charts
they will be the same as previous years using the same method as the state accepts as proper
documentation.  
As a legend one check mark indicates the sled dog ran for one hour a X indicates the dog ran for two
runs that day for a total of two hours. 

Spay and neuters will continue to be as needed to maintain a manageable kennel and balance as
stated in the best practices. This off season we will be begin spaying and neutering multiple numbers
of dogs per vet visit with the goal to make up for the past two off seasons where it was difficult to
navigate Spay and neuters because of the international pandemic that we have all experienced. 

The adoption program has been apart of Krabloonik since the best practices have been written. We
have all of our guests watch a safety video before the ride. At the end of the video we speak about
the adoption process and how to go about adopting one of our retired sled dogs. We also have a
adoption link on our web site explaining the adoption process.  We will continue to work with the
Aspen animal shelter to send us interested parties that are interested in adopting a sled dog as we
always have.  We will also work with CARE in Glenwood Springs to send us interested parties to
adopt our retirees.  We will be adopting some sled dogs this off season that are not retired but will
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continue to enjoy pulling sleds with recreational mushers or active outdoor people. Using a network
of sled dog friendly people helping throughout the country helping us to rehome some of our
younger dogs to reduce the kennel size. 

The retirement program will continue to be based on what is best for each individual dog. Some of
the dogs require more attention then what would be expected from a typical pet owner such as
supplements and medications. But some will do great in homes and we will be sure to adopt them
when they are matched with the right home. In the future when the dogs we have raised and
trained hit retirement age they will be adopted out much faster than the dogs raised before we took
over krabloonik.  The retired dogs will still have ample time off tether or permanently off tether
exceeding the state requirements and ensuring they continue to live a happy and healthy life.
Retired dogs will continue to alternate and spend time indoors and work on domestic dog training
skills throughout their retirement life so they have the highest chance of a successful adoption and
home life. We will still offer to take any adopted dog back if the adoption and match is not working
for the adopter.  

Additional information and changes based on feedback and questions from council members. We
have increased summer wages for our off season employees making it easier to retain our trained
mushers to transfer into the offseason and work and live on-site.  We are building more pens and
enclosures to keep increasing the dogs off tether. 

Thank you,
Dan Phillips 
Krabloonik Dog Sledding 

Sent from my iPhone
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